Gale Scavenger Hunt
Gale In Context: Middle School

Directions Use Gale In Context: Middle School to find answers to the following questions about

Endangered Species. Write your answer and the source for the information in the spaces provided below.
To answer these questions, use the Endangered Species Topic Page. From the home page, click on Browse
Topics and open the Topic Page Titled Endangered Species.

1

Endangered species are either plants or animals that are considered to be at risk of extinction. 			
Bumblebees are on the endangered list. Find and read the News article from USA Today, and fill in the 		
blank. The Department of the Interior placed the bee on the list because of a dramatic population decline
of 		
over the past						
.
Answers:
Source:

2

For this question, watch a video on Species Extinction and Exotic Species. In the Florida Everglades, 		
what two animal species are endangered? What animal is no longer at risk of extinction?
Answers:
Source:

3

Search and find an image of an endangered species. What is the name of the species? Provide one 		
other fact you discovered about the endangered species you chose, for example: Why the species is 		
endangered? Where does the species live? Are they endangered because of another species 			
and if so, what species? What is the name of the facility helping the endangered species?
Answers:
Source:

4

		
		
		
		

Dian Fossey is known as “a leading authority on the mountain gorillas”. Experts believe that her work 		
and research saved the mountain gorillas from extinction. From the biography about Dian Fossey, 		
answer these questions. Where was Dian’s research camp? What is the title of the book Dian had 		
written after seeing gorillas in the Congo for the first time?
Answers:
Source:

5

On the Endangered Species topic page, there are Related Topics. What are the two related topics for 		
endangered species?
Answers:
Source:
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